
RITUALISTIC MURDER OF US PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY 
Dallas Texas - November 22, 1963 
Pyramid Hexagram of Death atop City grid Obelisk   

In the wake of the 50th Year Anniversary of the assassination of President Kennedy, these charts illustrates some hidden never before revealed 
aspects of the assassination in terms of number patterns based off of GPS. With the aid of modern GPS coordinates, specific spots on Earth can be 
numerically identified down to the seconds of degree. The Murder of US President John F. Kennedy in Dallas Texas on November 22, 1963 was a 
luciferian ritualistic had to take place on a certain date, certain hour, certain angle, certain degree heading to achieve its intended goal. This murder 
was an act of worship of sacrificially killing of the most powerful man on Earth at the time. It was to take place within the web of the Masters of the 
Pyramid ‘capstone’. No mere mortal could have orchestrated these events to be in sync and in precision numerologically. The Pattern involved certain 
repeating sacred numbers in heading, seconds, & degrees. In essence, this occultic sacrificial ritual was a type of ‘crucifixion’. His slow drive up the 
Obelisk was like Christ carrying His Cross to the spot of His execution. The Dallas city grid Obelisk is a Pyramid of 13 sectioned-off satanic levels of 
initiation. The ’Capstone’ is the 14th as in the 14th ‘Station of the Cross’  that culminated in the President’s assassination and ritualistic murder.  

The exact site of the Kill Shot is in φ ratio 
to the Obelisk that later would 
commemorate the assassination of 
Kennedy in bronze plaques. The 13 level 
Obelisk mirrors the Dallas city street grid 
that has Dealey Plaza as the Capstone. 

The sacrificial rite required a triple confirmation of 33, the highest 
satanic order in numbers. The heading of the Obelisk Capstone, 
and the Latitude and Longitude of the spot -down to the very 
second of 33’’ at 12:30pm within the Hexagram of death. 

This assassination was a religious offer-
ing that was planned well  in advance to 
coincide with a specific 1) day, 2) location 
& 3) time. The President was driven up 
the shaft of the phallic Obelisk that gener-
ated a serge of energy that was released 
at the point the ‘victim’ was slaughtered 
at the Pyramids’ altar of sacrifice. 

The spot of the murder 
was an Altar. It became  
a depiction of a crucifix-
ion  whereby the Presi-
dent was executed –
being almost like a 
’christ-figure’ to the 
masses. Like Christ, his 
ideals & thinking was 
not in line with those 
that control power & 
had to be eliminated. 
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The city of Dallas, at its center downtown, has a prominent Tower that 
commands the skyline and overshadows Dealey Plaza called 
‘Reunion’. This was the crime scene of the murder of the US President 
John F. Kennedy on November 22, 1963. The Plaza ‘triangle’ or Pyra-
mid is a hidden ‘capstone’ of the All –Seeing Eye of lucifer that is await-
ing the ‘REUNION’ to this luciferian temple of worship.  The Tower is 
called just that, Reunion Tower that is beckoning the reunion of what?  
 
It is beckoning the reunion of the ‘capstone’ with the unfinished pyra-
mid or ‘tower’ that needs to completed. This echoes the story of the 
Tower of Babel that the GOD of the Bible, YHWH interrupted man’s 
effort to achieve ‘godhood’, etc. In essence, it is the luciferian ‘Great 
Work’ of having satan complete his unholy ‘temple’ or tower amongst 
men. 
 
From the ‘Dark’ Tower, if you project several headings in degrees, to 
the ‘capstone pyramid’, you end up with some amazing and hidden 
esoteric and occultic/satanic repeating numbers. They are as always, a 
factor or 33, 96, 32, 13, 22, etc. Each has its own meaning and reason 
for usage in influencing people & places. These numbers are sacred in 
the scheme of witchcraft used to gain supernatural demonic powers by 
those that are the Masters of the Pyramid. 

Is it mere coincidence that it was on November 22 and there is precisely .22 miles from the Reunion Tower to the apex 
of the Dealey Pyramid? Is it a mere coincidence that it is .22 Nautical Miles from the Tower to the Kill Shot were the 
sacrificial victim was executed upon the Pyramid’s ‘altar’? All these peculiarities could not have been orchestrated to 
also correlated to factor the number 33 with Latitude and Longitude. Grid coordinates are fixed on Earth but to have 
the factor of ‘timing’ correspond to the calendar day and distance in mathematically impossible to be a random chance. 
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The exact site of the Kill Shot is in φ ratio to the 
Obelisk that later would commemorate the 
event in bronze plaques.  

In the wake of the 50th Year Anniversary of the assassination of President Kennedy, these charts illustrates some hidden never before revealed 
aspects of the assassination in terms of number patterns based off of GPS. With the aid of modern GPS coordinates, specific spots on Earth can be 
numerically identified down to the seconds of degree. The Murder of US President John F. Kennedy in Dallas Texas on November 22, 1963 was a 
luciferian ritualistic had to take place on a certain date, certain hour, certain angle, certain degree heading to achieve its intended goal. This murder 
was an act of worship of sacrificially killing of the most powerful man on Earth at the time. It was to take place within the web of the Masters of the 
Pyramid ‘capstone’. No mere mortal could have orchestrated these events to be in sync and in precision numerologically. The Pattern involved certain 
repeating sacred numbers in heading, seconds, & degrees. In essence, this occultic sacrificial ritual was a type of ‘crucifixion’. His slow drive up the 
Obelisk was like Christ carrying His Cross to the spot of His execution. The Dallas city grid Obelisk is a Pyramid of 13 sectioned-off satanic levels of 
initiation. The ’Capstone’ is the 14th as in the 14th ‘Station of the Cross’  that culminated in the President’s assassination and ritualistic murder.  
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13th ‘Station’ Obelisk  
the 14th ‘Station of the Cross’ is the Capstone 

The Dallas Obelisk has 13 street divisions although some are blurred by modern construction. 
There is actually a literal model Obelisk of this city grid unapparent to the bystander at the 
base of the ‘Capstone’ or the Dealey Plaza entrance that mirrors this occultic phallus. It  
happens to be in phi ratio to the exact spot Kennedy was shot. 
 
The obelisk is a representation of the male phallus that provides seed for a regeneration  
and reproduction act. It exemplifies the sexual energies released at the point of climax.  
To this end those sacrificed in most luciferian/satanic rituals involve sexual acts. The  
victims are chosen for who they are and/o what they represent. When a sacrificial rite  
is performed at a certain time and place, the power derived from demonic entities  
multiplies as the greater value of the sacrifice is, the greater power is unleashed  
& bestowed. 

At the center of such world wide sacred geometric grids you find the 
headquarters of the major secret societies and the major banking 
institutions. A recurring numerology of 13, 33 and 1776 denote the 
encoding of a specific time-frame that is to be prophetically fulfilled 
when the Master of the Pyramid himself will ’reunite’ with the 
‘unfinished tower’ or obelisk to complete the ’Temple’. The  
upcoming year of 2015-16 or 5776 in Jewish reckoning  
will be the Year of Light. Many in the occult believe an  
are awaiting their prince of darkness lucifer to  
‘Prometheus’ on them. 

When using a compass 
to draw a circle, the 5 
points will be spaced at 

exactly 72 degrees 

apart with the first point 
being at the top or 
pinnacle.  

13 Layered Obelisk at 
entrance to Dealey 
Plaza. Model of city 
grid downtown Mall 
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In the wake of the 50th Year Anniversary of the assassination of President Kennedy, these charts illustrates some hidden never before revealed 
aspects of the assassination in terms of number patterns based off of GPS. With the aid of modern GPS coordinates, specific spots on Earth can be 
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Obelisk was like Christ carrying His Cross to the spot of His execution. The Dallas city grid Obelisk is a Pyramid of 13 sectioned-off satanic levels of 
initiation. The ’Capstone’ is the 14th as in the 14th ‘Station of the Cross’  that culminated in the President’s assassination and ritualistic murder.  
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MORTAL WOUND TO THE HEAD 
Exact  area of the head where 
Kennedy was shot  

THE MORTAL HEAD WOUND 

Mars Alignment from Dealey Plaza Capstone Heading 

50tth Year Anniversary of John F. Kennedy Sacrificial  Rite 
November 22, 2013 - Dallas, Texas 

The ‘bullet(s) / Kill Shot… 
60º to Regulus from Elm 
Street  33º heading 

On November 22, 2013 at exactly 12:30pm, this is what the skies over Dallas Texas will configure. This will be from the perspective of 
looking due West from the 13th degree heading of the Dealey Plaza Capstone Pyramid where Kennedy was murdered. The atmos-
phere is removed to grasp a better illustration of the sky at this time.  
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FROM DARK TOWER 
to Kill Shot 

7.77° Heading 

444 Yards 
.22 Nautical Miles 

When using a compass 
to draw a circle, the 5 
points will be spaced at 

exactly 72 degrees 

apart with the first point 
being at the top or @33° Street      @.33”Lat      @/33” 

At exact time Kennedy was slaughtered as a sacri-


